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and to hear him tell it everything is perfect,
no problems! Well we received some inside
information that Robbie called his computers
Technical support department complaining
that his new computer wouldn't load his old
word processor files that he had on 5 1,4"

floppies. The tech crew checked everything,
The drive itself, RF interference, magnets,
heat and couldn't find any problems. To
make a long story short, it seems Robbie had
loaded his files on the floppies, attached the
labels, and then rolled them in his typewriter
to type the labels.

After insulting everybody with the usual
crooked raffle the meeting was adjourned at
9:30 PM.

Our Premier Dirty Old Man, Bob Scholar,
presented this months Floppy. Bob is slowly,
very slowly, working his way back into full
production - this months Floppy is a good
example, it contains a single program. The
program is a text adventure game that is
supposed to be very good. The Floppy was
demonstrated using Bob Woolley's 1200XL
with its notebook Hard drive. A very sanitary
setup that allows for almost instant loading of Think that's bad? Joe Castro called
programs~. After y-ears of listening to the 8 Bit complaining that his fax program wouldn't
load beeps, it's a real treat. This is one of work. Turns out Joe was holding the letter he
Woolley's better ideas. (The only one) wanted to fax against the monitor screen and

pushing the send key. (jeez... everbuddy
knows it's the PrintScreen key1)

President Robbie Bridges called the general
meeting to order at 8 PM. All Officers were
as usual. Robbie started with a brief-' 
description of tonight's raffle prizes, which
included some of those well received Lucas
Film Tee Shirts, much software and some
drives.

Jim l\1oran
Secretary
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Get on Pac Bell's Toll Road to the
Information SuperHighwav...

Call the SLCC BBS!!

Inside the 6502 West
@

510+895-8022

Tell them Bob sent you!
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Club Officers:
Special Interest Groups:

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Robbie Bridges(510)797-5636
Peter Chen (408)259-9642
Glenn Fowler (510)530-7128
Jim Moran (510)865-6122

Beginners ST
Beginners 8-Bit
Beginners Clone

Jim Moran (510)865-6122
Glenn Fowler (510)530-7128
Jim Moran (510)865-6122

You may reprint uncopyrighted SLGG Journal articles in any non
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and the SLGG. However, what is written within may be PBS.

Software Chairmen:
8-Bit Bob Scholar
8-Bit Terry Stearns
16/32-Bit Glenn Fowler

Disk Librarians:
8-Bit Glenn Fowler
16/32-Bit

(510)232-5330
TMLWC

(510)530-7128

(510)530-7128

Journal Staff
8-Bit Editor Bob Woolley (510)865-1672


